
Scottish Text: 8 Mark Question – Helpful hints on the last question  

 

For example 

With reference to ‘Mrs Midas’ and at least one other poem discuss how Duffy 

develops ideas/situations which are unusual or surprising. 

Step 1 – 2 MARKS 

Describe the area of commonality between the poem/extract and the other 

poem/extract to which you will be referring (2 marks)  

 
– I mark for a simple remark about commonality 

– 2 marks for a more well-developed answer. 

 
For example 
Both ‘Mrs Midas’ and ‘Valentine’ develop situations which are unusual and 
surprising. 
In ‘Mrs Midas’ Duffy explores the consequences of Midas’ foolish wish that 

everything he touches turns to gold  

In ‘Valentine’ the speaker gives an unusual Valentine’s gift of an onion in order 

to represent the various aspects of a modern relationship   

 

 

Step 2 – 2 MARKS 

Make a specific reference (quote or reference) to the poem/extract in front 

of you in answer to the question (2 marks)  

 

In ‘ Mrs Midas’ the most far-reaching consequence is separation of the couple 

due to an enforced lack of intimacy. 

The final line ‘I miss most, even now, his hands, his warm hands on my skin, his 

touch’ repeats an idea which is portrayed many times in the poem – her 

sadness at the loss of a physical relationship and more importantly the 

destruction of her desire for a child as a result.  

 

– 1 mark for quote 

– 1 mark for comment/analysis 

 



Step 3 – 4 MARKS 

Make 2 references to another poem or other areas in the text and link each 

one to the question by showing how the same theme is explored (6 marks) 

 

– 1 mark for quote 

– I mark for comment/analysis 

 

VALENTINE 

‘It promises light/ like the careful undressing of love’ 

Just as an onions layers get progressively lighter here Duffy is saying that 

relationships promise positive things OR Just as an onion has layers that are 

peeled here Duffy is saying that the more layers you peel in a person the closer 

you come to the heart  

 

 ‘fierce kiss’ 

Just as an onion has a distinctive and lingering taste here Duffy is saying that 

her kiss, her love is powerful and lasting. But the sibilants also suggests that 

the relationship will be hard to escape from, that her kiss is aggressive  

 


